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Fault Process and Broadband Ground-Motion Simulations of the
23 October 2011 Van (Eastern Turkey) Earthquake
by F. Gallovič, G. Ameri,* J. Zahradník, J. Janský, V. Plicka, E. Sokos, A. Askan, and M. Pakzad
On 23 October 2011 an M w 7.1 earthquake occurred in eastern Turkey,
close to the towns of Van and Erciş, causing more than 600 casualties and widespread
structural damage. The earthquake ruptured a 60–70 km long northeast–southwest
fault with a thrust mechanism, in agreement with regional tectonic stress regime.
We studied the fault process of the event and the recorded ground motions using different sets of data. Regional records (0.005–0.010 Hz) are used to constrain the centroid moment tensor solution. Near-regional data, 100–200 km from the fault, are used
for relocation of the hypocenter and, in the frequency range 0.05–0.15 Hz, for inversion of the rupture propagation by two methods: multiple point-source model (ISOLA)
and multiple finite-extent (MuFEx) source model. MuFEx also provides an estimate of
the model uncertainty, which is quite large due to unfavorable station distribution. We
arrive at several plausible scenarios (equally well fitting the observed data including
Global Positioning System coseismic displacements) with different styles of the rupture propagation. A few alternative source models are used for broadband (0.1–10 Hz)
ground-motion simulations by means of the hybrid integral-composite source model.
Only models comprising source complexities, such as a delayed rupture of shallow
asperities, enable explanation of the acceleration record at the only available near-fault
station, which exhibits a long duration and two prominent wave groups. These complex rupture models are used to simulate the ground motion in the near-fault area,
specifically, at Van and Erciş, where records of the mainshock were missing, providing reasonable agreement with the observed spatial distribution of damage.

Abstract

Introduction
The M w 7.1 Van earthquake occurred on 23 October
2011 in eastern Turkey, close to the towns of Van and Erciş,
causing more than 600 casualties and widespread damage. The
earthquake ruptured a 60–70 km long northeast–southwest
fault with a thrust mechanism, in agreement with tectonic
stress regime of the region.
Basic parameters of the earthquake were reported soon
after the earthquake occurrence on websites of the United States
Geological Survey (USGS) and European–Mediterranean Seismological Centre (EMSC); see Tables 1 and 2. Later, the USGS
web pages included also the teleseismic slip inversion. The
EMSC pages published the source–time function calculated
by the SCARDEC method (Vallée et al., 2011) and a multiple point-source model (Zahradník and Sokos, 2011).
Several papers summarizing field evidences and damage
observations were also published (Carydis et al., 2012; Erdik
et al., 2012; Di Sarno et al., 2013). To date, however, there
are only a few journal papers dealing with the seismological
*Now at GEOTER International, 20 Zac du Pujol 2, Les Artauds Es,
13390 Auriol, France.

aspects of the event. In particular, based on InSAR data Elliot
(2013) found that the Van earthquake occurred on a pair of
fault planes with common strike angle, but with dip and rake
angles varying between 40°–55° and 64°–93°, respectively.
Using teleseismic data Mendoza and Hartzell (2013) inferred
a slip model similar to that presented on the USGS website
(also derived using teleseismic data). All the models agree in
locating the slip at rather large depths (> 10 km). However,
in all cases the inferred slip models are rather simple, not
explaining the later phases of the near-source recording of
the Muradiye strong-motion station. Taskin et al. (2012) and
Akansel et al. (2013) provided an overview of the available
strong motion records, compared ground-motion amplitudes
(e.g., peak ground acceleration [PGA], pseudospectral acceleration) with several empirical ground-motion prediction equations (GMPEs), and discussed the effects of the earthquake on
man-made structures. Akinci and Antonioli (2013) adopted the
finite-fault stochastic approach to model the high-frequency
part of the observed data by using the finite-fault model proposed by the USGS. The authors calibrated some of the simulation input parameters by comparing recorded and synthetic
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Table 1
Centroid Moment Tensor (CMT) Parameters Obtained by Global Agencies and Other Authors and in This Paper
CMT

Latitude (°N)

Longitude (°E)

Global CMT
USGS CMT
USGS FF*
USGS W phase
SCARDEC
Elliott et al. (2013)†
This paper regional data‡
This paper near-regional data§

38.67
39.451
38.62
38.852
38.627
38.592
38.689
38.734

43.42
43.354
43.48
43.840
43.535
43.386
43.351
43.351

Depth (km)

15.4
16.0
15
13
16–23
14.1
10
15

Origin Time

M 0 (1019 N·m)

Strike (°)

Dip (°)

Rake (°)

10:41:30.6
10:41:44.5
10:41:21.6
10:41:21.6
10:41:21
10:41:22.4
10:41:24.3

6.4
9.9
5.16
5.6
6.86
4.4
7.4
2.1

248
272
241
241
248
258
246
246

36
19
51
51
53
45
52
52

60
101
50–70
58
64
83
75
75

*Finite-fault inversion based on teleseismic data; location corresponds to the hypocenter, rake varies along the fault.
Finite-fault inversion of a single-segment fault based on InSAR data.
‡
Low-frequency inversion, single point-source approximation.
§Parameters correspond to major subevent only (which explains the low value of M ). Depth is fixed; it is not shallower than 10 km but cannot be
0
resolved in greater detail. Mechanism was fixed at the values of the previous row.
†

Table 2
Hypocenter Parameters Obtained by Global Agencies
and in This Paper
Hypocenter

Latitude
(°N)

Longitude
(°E)

Depth
(km)

Origin
Time UTC

USGS
EMSC
AFAD
KOERI
This paper

38.691
38.78
38.689
38.76
38.716

43.497
43.40
43.466
43.36
43.405

16
10
19
5
8

10:41:21
10:41:23.4
10:41:18.26
10:41
10:41:21.2

ground motions, and then used the validated model to calculate
PGA and peak ground velocity (PGV) maps in the epicentral
area. Both Akansel et al. (2013) and Akinci and Antonioli
(2013) provided a quantification of site effects on groundmotion amplitude at some of the recording stations by means
of empirical and theoretical approaches.
Recent years have seen an increased interest not only in
building plausible earthquake models, but also in assessing
their uncertainty estimates (e.g., Emolo and Zollo, 2005;
Hartzell et al., 2007; Piatanesi et al., 2007; Cirella et al.,
2008; Monelli and Mai, 2008; Monelli et al., 2009; Page
et al., 2009; Duputel et al., 2012; Twardzik et al., 2012;
Zahradník and Custódio, 2012, and references therein).
For example, Clévédé et al. (2004) discuss the significant
difference between finite-extent models of the Izmit earthquake retrieved by various authors.
Sometimes it is possible that based on the source models
best fitting the relatively low-frequency seismic data we
cannot explain the high-frequency data of engineering
importance, and we need to seek explanation using other
models than the best-fitting one, that is, using models in the
parameter uncertainty limits. This is the case of the Van
earthquake, as we explain in the present paper. Thus our
objective is to build the source model of the Van earthquake,
and, based on its uncertainty limits, to explain the observed
high-frequency strong ground motions.
Our comprehensive paper of the 2011 M w 7.1 Van earthquake starts with hypocenter relocation, centroid moment

tensor (CMT) analysis by means of the full-waveform inversion using the ISOLA package (Sokos and Zahradník, 2008),
and the multiple point-source (MPS) inversion. The latter is
then extended to the inversion of the event considering multiple finite-extent (MuFEx) source model (Gallovič and Zahradník, 2012), grid searching for possible values of parameters of
the subsources, namely nucleation times, nucleation point positions, and rupture velocities. Because of the unfavorable station locations (stations situated at large distances and almost
exclusively in a single quadrant), the uncertainty of the source
model is very large. We present three selected models to illustrate a broad variability in possible rupture propagation. Then
we develop a broadband strong-motion model based on the
inverted fault model and simulate strong ground motions using the hybrid integral-composite (HIC) source model. We
show that the long duration of the closest Muradiye station,
consisting of the 2–3 distinct wave packages in the observed
accelerometric record, can be reproduced only when models
with complex rupture propagation (such as a delayed rupture
of shallow asperities) are considered.

Data
In this paper we use freely available data from several
repositories. Regional broadband seismograms (see station
map in Fig. 1) were acquired from Orfeus and from the International Institute of Earthquake Engineering and Seismology
(IIEES) of Iran. In addition, the mainshock was recorded by
several stations of the Turkish and Iranian strong-motion networks (Fig. 2) providing ∼20 three-component recordings
within ∼200 km distance from the epicenter, including
one near-fault Turkish station (Muradiye, 6503) at a distance
of a few kilometers from the causative fault. Unfortunately,
the latter is the only strong-motion station that was operative
in the epicentral area (i.e., within 100 km from the earthquake
fault) when the earthquake occurred. The station recorded
strong motions of ∼20 s long duration, consisting of 2–3 distinct wave packages with maximum peak acceleration reaching 2 m=s2 . Interestingly, the first wave package is less strong
than the others. Explaining this waveform complexity in terms
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Figure 1.

(a) Centroid Moment Tensor (CMT) solution (beachball) calculated by the ISOLA software for the Van earthquake using regional
broadband seismograms in the frequency range 0.005–0.010 Hz. The used stations are shown by squares. (b) Waveform fit between observed
(black) and synthetic data, amplitudes are in meters. The gray waveforms (namely station components TNCL-N, TNCL-Z, and IKL-E) were
removed from inversion due to low-frequency data problems. The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.

of a source effect is challenging and represents the main aim
of the present paper.
Strong-motion records were available from the National
Strong Motion Network of Turkey (TR-KYH), operated by
the Turkish Earthquake Research Department (AFAD) and
from the Iran Strong Motion Network (ISMN). Most of Turkish stations were equipped with Guralp CMG-5TD digital
instruments and the ISMN stations were equipped with Kinemetrics SSA-2 digital accelerographs. Two of the Turkish
stations (4902 and 6503) were equipped with a threecomponent GeoSig SMACH SM-2 sensor and a 12-bit

digital converter that stores the digital record to solid-state
memory. Nowadays these instruments are considered outdated due to the limited local storage, the low digitizer dynamic range, the lack of absolute time of the record, and the
narrow sensor frequency response (with strong fall-off of the
instrument response toward low frequency, starting already
at f ∼ 0:3 Hz). Moreover, this low-frequency response function is uncertain.
In addition to seismic stations, several permanent Global
Positioning System (GPS) stations recorded surface displacement in the epicentral area. The coseismic displacements
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Location of near-regional strong-motion, broadband, and short-period stations (see legend) used in this paper.

(calculated by Rahsan Cakmak) are available at the Supersites web page. The largest horizontal offset of 5 cm was observed at GPS station MURA collocated with strong-motion
station (Muradiye, 6503).

Crustal Model and Green’s Functions
Wherever needed in this paper, full wavefield Green’s
functions are calculated by the discrete wavenumber method
(Kennett and Kerry, 1979; Bouchon, 1981; Coutant, 1989).
The 1D layered crustal model is based on Gök et al. (2011)
and was received in tabular form from R. Gök (written commun., 2010). We considered the model corresponding to station CLDR; the only modifications are that we removed the
low-velocity channel between the depths of 4 and 22 km and
we reduced the velocity of the first kilometer to a more reasonable value. This latter modification is allowed because the
original crustal profile had the topmost layer as thick as 2 km
due to resolution limit. The adopted model is presented in
Table 3.
Both data and Green’s functions are always filtered in
the same way. The high-pass filter is dictated by the lowfrequency (instrumental) noise. The low-pass filter varies
according to particular application. For source inversions
the low-pass filtering is dictated by our ability to model
deterministically Green’s functions in layered 1D medium.
Simply saying, the closer the recording stations are to the
epicenter, the higher corner frequency of the low-pass filter
can be used.

In case of the strong ground motion modeling of the
Muradiye station, we approximate the local site effects by
adding a site-specific soil profile on top of the crustal model.
The soil profile is available through the Turkish StrongMotion Database website and it is also reported by Akansel
et al. (2013). The minimum V S at the surface is 212 m=s and
the maximum is 492 m=s at a depth of 32 m. The average V S
of the uppermost 30 m (V S30 ) is 293 m=s.

Methods
The CMT solution and the MPS model are calculated by
ISOLA (Sokos and Zahradník, 2008, 2013). It is a broadly
used software package for inverting full waveforms at localto-regional distances in low-frequency range. The moment

Table 3
Crustal Model Adopted in This Paper (Modified from Gök
et al., 2011)
Top
Depth (km)

V P (km=s)

V S (km=s)

Rho (g=cm3 )

QP

QS

0.0
1.0
2.0
4.0
22.0
37.0
40.0
43.0

2.79
3.91
4.63
5.95
6.72
7.07
7.40
8.23

1.50
2.10
2.49
3.20
3.61
3.80
3.98
4.43

2.50
2.60
2.70
3.10
3.10
3.15
3.30
3.60

200
400
400
400
1000
1000
2000
2000

100
200
200
200
500
500
1000
1000
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tensors are calculated by the least squares method, whereas
the subevent position and time are grid searched.
MPS models are constructed using ISOLA by means of
so-called iterative deconvolution (Kikuchi and Kanamori,
1991). ISOLA successively identifies and subtracts individual
subevent contributions from complete waveforms. In the
standard ISOLA approach, for the first subevent, the entire
waveform is approximated by a single point-source contribution. This is obviously a strong approximation whose typical consequence is that the first subevent might be biased
with respect to the true slip, both in space position and scalar
moment. More specifically, the subevent moment is overestimated; we can say that the subevent consumes most of the
total moment of the earthquake in a single point. Such a
problem occurs mainly in case of an unfavorable station distribution which is just the case of the present paper. The same
applies to all other subevents. To at least partly reduce this
drawback we use the following modification: if the subevent
requires moment m to fit the data, we assign to it only some
fraction of m, for example, m=4 in the present paper. The
total number of subevents is correspondingly increased (e.g.,
four times). The final result has the same total moment as in
the standard approach, but the moment is less concentrated in
the first few subevents. This modification has been proven
useful by comparison with a slip inversion elsewhere (see
section 4.1 of Zahradník and Gallovič, 2010).
For relocation standard methods HYPO (Lee and
Valdés, 1989) and NonLinLoc (Lomax et al., 2000) are used.
Slip inversion is performed by means of the Multiple
Finite-Extent source inversion (Gallovič and Zahradník,
2012). The source is parameterized by finite-extent subsources, similarly as in the approach by Vallée and Bouchon
(2004). In the present application we assume three rectangular subsources with constant slip and rupture velocity. Rise
time is assumed smaller than the reciprocal of the maximum
frequency considered (0.15 Hz), thus the delta function is
considered. Each subsource has its individually ascribed
set of trial nucleation positions, rupture velocities and nucleation times. We grid search all combinations of the subsource
parameters, while simultaneously solving the least-squares
problem for the subsource slip in each tested model. All
models are eventually characterized by their fit with observed data (in terms of variance reduction, VR). Neglecting
all models with negative slip values, and considering minimum acceptable VR, we arrive at a database of plausible rupture models.
For broadband modeling of strong ground motions we
use the HIC approach (Gallovič and Brokešová, 2007; Ameri
et al., 2009; Zollo et al., 2009; Ameri et al., 2011; Chiauzzi
et al., 2011). In this approach, the rupture process is represented by overlapping subsources with fractal number-size
distribution (the number of subsources decreases linearly
with increasing subsource size). Note that here the term subsource does not have the same meaning as in the MuFEx
modeling. Assuming the constant stress-drop scaling, the
subsources compose a slip distribution with k−2 decay at

high wavenumbers k (Andrews, 1980). In the low-frequency
part of the modeling we use the representation theorem
(hence integral approach). For high frequencies, each of the
subsources is considered as a point source radiating from its
center a Brune’s pulse with corner frequency and seismic
moment given by the size of the subsource (composite approach). This way, the nonrealistic directivity of the integral
approach at high frequencies is diminished (Gallovič and
Burjánek, 2007). Further, to reduce the effect of the radiation
pattern, we assume 30% variations of the subsource focal
mechanism. The low- and high-frequency wavefields are
crossover combined in the frequency domain between f1 
0:3 Hz and f 2  1 Hz by means of multiplication of both
the real and imaginary parts of the spectrum by weighting
functions sin2 x and cos2 x, where x  π=2f − f1 =
f 2 − f1 ; see also Gallovič and Brokešová (2007). Note
that no stochastic Green’s functions are used.

Hierarchical Modeling
Step 1. Regional Data: Centroid Moment Tensor
Table 1 summarizes CMT solutions provided by international agencies, employing teleseismic data. The spread
in the reported horizontal position of centroid is as large
as ∼30 km (even up to ∼100 km when including the USGS
CMT), and very large are also differences between the reported strike, dip (up to 30°), and rake angles (up to 50°). To
better constrain the CMT solution we use broadband data
from 12 regional stations (Fig. 1) and perform full waveform
inversion in ISOLA software (Sokos and Zahradník, 2008).
The epicentral distances range from ∼330 to 1290 km,
and complete waveforms are inverted in the frequency range
0.005–0.010 Hz. Deviatoric solution provides a strongly
dominant single point source, with a very high double-couple
(DC) percentage, DC > 90%. Grid search over depth has almost no resolution. The horizontal grid search (10 × 10 km)
provides the formally optimal source position at 38.689° N,
43.351° E, with the strike–dip–rake angles = 246°, 52°, 75°,
respectively (Fig. 1). The waveform fit is shown in Figure 1b.
Step 2. Near-Regional Data: Hypocenter Relocation
and Major Subevent
In the aftermath of the earthquake various institutions
provided hypocenter locations (Table 2 reports the locations
given by the main Turkish and International institutions)
showing a significant variability for such a large magnitude
event. We relocate the hypocenter using 20 P-wave and 7 Swave readings obtained from the stations shown in Figure 2.
Four alternative HYPO (Lee and Valdés, 1989) relocations
considering different subsets of the data (e.g., P and S, only
P, only near stations, or with a fixed depth) are shown by
stars in Figure 3. The hypocenter depth varies from 8 to
15 km. Dots in Figure 3 are the relocation by the NonLinLoc
method (Lomax et al., 2000) (preferred depths were < 10 km).
As a reference hypocenter solution for further study, we adopt
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Figure 3. Four alternative hypocenter locations by HYPO (asterisks) and NonLinLoc location (dots) from all stations in Figure 2. The
asterisks are identified with the individual HYPO solutions as follows: 1, using only P waves; 2, P and S waves (where available) using only
near stations (< 120 km), fixing depth at 10 km; 3, same as 2 but with free depth; and 4, final solution of this paper, based on P and S waves
from all stations, free depth. The beach ball corresponds to the major subevent inferred from near-regional strong-motion data (see Fig. 2),
except stations 6503 and 4902, in frequency range 0.05–0.10 Hz by maximizing correlation (isolines) between the observed and synthetic
waveforms. The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
the location from P and S waves (see Table 2 and asterisk 4 in
Fig. 3). Note that the variability of the epicenter positions in
Table 2 is much smaller (∼10 km) than among the centroid
positions (Table 1). Nevertheless, the subsequent modeling
(except the high-frequency HIC method) is fully independent
of the hypocenter position.
Strong-motion (SM) data from six near-regional stations
(triangles in Fig. 2) are used for the finite-extent source inversion. From the set of stations we had to exclude stations
6503 and 4902 because of strong fall-off of the instrument
response toward low frequency, starting already at f ∼ 0:3 Hz.
Moreover, this low-frequency response function is uncertain
(see Data section). The retained stations are in the distance
range 120–220 km from the epicenter. In this step we increase (with respect to the CMT analysis) the frequency band
to 0.05–0.10 Hz in order to obtain a better spatial resolution
of the source.
In this band the wavefield at studied stations can no
longer be explained with a single point source as the seismograms are affected by the finite extent of the source. Therefore, the waveform inversion (ISOLA) already requires a few
subevents of a comparable size. At this step of the analysis
we concentrate on the major subevent. For the same reason

(due to finite-extent source effects), the deviatoric inversion
cannot be used, because now it (artificially) produces a very
large (> 50%) non-DC component. The DC focal mechanism
is kept fixed from the broadband solution (step 1) with no
preference between 10 and 20 km. The horizontal grid search
(5 × 5 km) maximizes correlation between observed and
synthetic waveforms for the major subevent at 38.734° N,
43.351° E (where the beachball is attached in Fig. 3). Elongation
of the correlation isolines in the northwest–southeast direction is due to limited azimuthal coverage of the SM stations
(worse than in the hypocenter location, where more stations
were available).
Step 3. Near-Regional Data and GPS: Finite-Extent
Source Inversion
At this stage we invert the near-regional SM data in the
frequency range 0.05–0.15 Hz to get a deeper insight into
the rupture process. First we use the MPS inversion. Then
the MPS inversion is used to set up the MuFEx model.
We use a fault plane passing through the point defined
by the coordinates of the major subevent assuming its strike
and dip parameters (see step 2; Table 1), whereas the depth
is fixed at 15 km. This plane encompasses the reference
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hypocenter if we increase our hypocenter depth (Table 2) by
just 2 km, thus satisfying the consistency of the hypocentercentroid position (Zahradník et al., 2008). The inferred fault
plane is also in agreement with the InSAR data (Elliott
et al., 2013).
In the MPS inversion DC subevents (position, rupture
time, and scalar moments) were searched in a grid along the
fault plane. The strike, dip, and rake of the subevents are kept
fixed according to the CMT solution of step 1. The moment
rate of each subevent is a triangle duration of 10 s. The duration has been setup by means of simple preliminary tests, in
which it was varied (e.g., 5–15 s). Varying the subevent
duration (while keeping the finite-frequency range 0.05–
0.15 Hz unchanged) affects the variance reduction and the
total seismic moment. The used value of 10 s maximized
the variance reduction while, simultaneously, it prevented
the moment to grow above the agency reported solutions.
Naturally, with absent frequencies below 0.05 Hz, our
finite-fault solutions (computed by any method) tend to
underestimate the scalar moment and the moment magnitude. Indeed, the MPS solution converged with total moment
magnitude Mw 7.0 instead of Global CMT value of Mw 7.1.
It would be possible to formally increase the moment by
adding more subevents, but their position, timing, and size
would be unstable.
Figure 4 shows the space–time distribution of the MPS
model moment release, projected onto the horizontal plane.
The waveforms are matched with variance reductions
VR  0:53. The MPS solution was repeated with altered parameters to find out its common (stable) features: (1) the
moment distribution is relatively compact, (2) the largest subevents are close to epicenter (star in Fig. 4), (3) the smaller
subevents are always delayed by ∼3 s, and situated southwest
from the main patch. Very late small subevents (> 12 s after
the main subevent) also exist, but their position is unstable.
The MPS solution exhibits a more or less unilateral rupture propagation in the southwest direction. However, this
might be merely an artifact due to the poor azimuthal station
coverage. To overcome this issue, we setup a MuFEx source
model that allows for a general rupture propagation including
possible rupture propagation complexities (rupture jumps
and delays) (Gallovič and Zahradník, 2012).
In the MuFEx inversion (see also Methods section) the
source is parameterized by three rectangular subsources with
size and position (Fig. 5) based on the MPS inversion. Trial
and error adjustments to obtain the best waveforms match
suggest uncertainty of at least 3–5 km in both size and position. Trial values of the subsource parameters (rupture velocities, nucleation points, and times) can be learned from
Figure 5; the total number of trial model reaches three million. Neglecting all grid-searched models with negative slip
values, and considering models whose variance reduction is
at least 95% of the best VR value (0.45), we arrive at a database of 497 plausible models. Their parameters expressing
the uncertainty of the MuFEx inversion are explored in
Figure 5a. Note that the database of plausible MuFEx models

Rupture time (s)

Max M0=6.618×1018N·m

Figure 4. Multiple point-source inversion (frequency range
0.05–0.15 Hz; VR  0:53) based on the data from near-regional
strong-motion stations (see Fig. 2) except stations 6503 and
4902. Radii of the circles are proportional to moment of the subevents. The bottom right circle shows the moment scale. The epicenter of this paper is shown by asterisk. The numbers to the right of
the fault plane indicate the depth of its top and bottom edges. The
color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
(representing uncertainty of the slip inversion) is relatively
rich due to unfavorable station distribution. The uncertainty
is especially pronounced in case of subsource 2, lying east of
the hypocenter. To further limit the number of plausible slip
models, we use a posterior check against the GPS data in
terms of variance reduction between observed and synthetic
coseismic displacements. The synthetic coseismic displacements are evaluated in a homogeneous half-space using the
Okada (1992) closed-form solutions.
To show more clearly how different the individual
MuFEx source models can be, we selected three scenarios
with very different styles of the rupture propagation (Fig. 5b):
model M1, rupture of subsource n.2 is delayed by ∼10 s;
M2, subsource n.1 ruptures first and then shallow subsources
are activated; and M3, regular rupture propagation from a
single nucleation point (no multiple nucleation points, no
rupture delays). Rupture velocity (V r ) is 3 km=s for all models. The fit with observed data and the GPS vectors is shown
in Figure 6. Note that despite the very different style of rupture propagation the fit with the observed waveforms is practically the same for all three models. The differences in fit
of the GPS data are given mostly by the slip value of subsource n.2.
Step 4. Near-Fault Muradiye (6503) Station:
Broadband Modeling
The alternative source models retrieved by the MuFEx
analysis are used as a basis for broadband (0.1–10 Hz)
ground-motion simulations by means of the HIC approach
(Gallovič and Brokešová, 2007; see Methods section). We
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Figure 5.

(a) Analysis of grid-searched MuFEx source models that almost equally well fit the data of near-regional strong motion stations
(see Fig. 2) except for stations 6503 and 4902. The analyzed set consists of approximately 497 models out of the total number of three million
trial models. Each model is shown in the graphs as a point with variance reduction (VR) on y axis and particular model parameter value on the
x axis. The three plots on left show the uncertainty of the rupture velocities, nucleation points, and nucleation times of the MuFEx subsources.
The tested nucleation points are shown in panel (b) as crosses with numbers; nucleation point 1 is the same for all subsources and corresponds
to the reference hypocenter of this paper (see Table 2 and asterisk in Fig. 4). The plots on right analyze the uncertainty of slip of the three
subsources individually and the total seismic moment. (b) Three examples of alternative MuFEx source models from the above discussed set
of models, shown in terms of slip distribution (top panels) and rupture time (bottom panels) distributions. The models were selected in order
to have a large variability in terms of rupture propagation and slip amplitudes. The comparison of displacement waveforms and static GPS
vectors for these three models is presented in Figure 6. Total seismic moment of the models M1–3 is 3.8, 4.0, and 3:2 × 1019 N·m,
respectively, that is, values corresponding to Mw 7.0. The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
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Figure 6. (a) Comparison of complete observed and synthetic
displacement waveforms of near-regional strong motion stations
(see Fig. 2, VR  0:43–0:45, duration 100 s) used in the MuFEx
source inversion. Note that the seismograms for the models M1–3
are almost the same although the rupture models differ significantly
(see Fig. 5). Numbers refer to the peak displacements. (b) Comparison of observed GPS vectors with synthetic for models M1–3. The
surface projection of the fault is displayed. The color version of this
figure is available only in the electronic edition.

impose the position of the largest subsources of the HIC
model at places roughly corresponding to the subsources considered in the MuFEx source analysis. The other (smaller)
subsources are distributed randomly over the fault plane. We
use a single random realization as an example, see Figure 7.
The same slip-distribution model is complemented with three
different examples of the rupture propagation. We consider the
three cases of MuFEx models M1–3 (see previous and the
lower panels of Fig. 5) with the rupture velocity of 3 km=s.
In addition, in model M4 we consider the same uniform style
of rupture propagation as for M3 (radial rupture propagation at
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3172
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Figure 7. The adopted k-squared slip distribution and fault
model for broadband (0.1–10 Hz) ground-motion simulations by
means of the hybrid integral-composite approach (Gallovič and
Brokešová, 2007). The dotted rectangles correspond to MuFEx
subsources (Fig. 5) that served as a basis for the HIC model. See
Figure 5 for temporal rupture evolution in terms of distribution
of rupture times. The color version of this figure is available only
in the electronic edition.
3 km=s) but with the rupture velocity of 2 km=s; this was done
to test the effect of a slow rupture velocity on the results.
The results of the modeling of Muradiye records by including or not including the local site response (see Crustal
model and Green’s functions section for details) are presented in Figure 8 for source model M1. In the time domain,
peak acceleration values are enhanced twice with almost no
change in duration when the site-specific structure is included in the simulation. In Fourier domain the site effect
increases spectral amplitudes in a broad frequency band, and
mostly for f > 0:5 Hz, improving significantly the fit with
observed spectra. We note that there are still some differences between the observed and simulated horizontal Fourier
spectra around 1 Hz. Nevertheless, the use of the site-specific
soil profile at Muradiye represents a clear improvement in
the modeling.
Figure 9 compares the modeling results for the Muradiye station with observed data for the 4 selected rupture
models. The comparison is presented in terms of acceleration
and velocity waveforms and acceleration Fourier amplitude
spectra. In particular, models M3 and M4 with simple rupture
propagation are characterized by relatively short duration
of waveforms when compared to the observed data (both
in acceleration and velocity). Moreover, most of the energy
is released in the first 10 s of the seismograms. On the
other hand, the observed seismograms are characterized by
longer duration, with their peak amplitudes (both in acceleration and velocity) located not at the beginning of the records
but rather in the central part (around 15 s after the onset).
Only models M1 and M2, including late rupture of the northeast asperity (n.2 in MuFEx analysis in Fig. 5) are able
to explain those late wave packages observed in the recordings. Recall that these models were revealed only by grid
searching all model parameter values in the MuFEx source
inversion.

Ac
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Figure 8. Modeling results at Muradiye (6503) station, including or not including the local soil profile in the calculations. Observed
three-component acceleration time series and smoothed acceleration Fourier amplitude spectra are compared with simulated ones for soil and
bedrock site conditions. The results are presented for source model M1. The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic
edition.
In Fourier domain, models M1, M2, and M3 explain
equally well the spectral amplitudes. Thus the overall
frequency content of the waveforms at Muradiye station is
not particularly affected by the style of the rupture propagation. Only model M4, characterized by the same circular rupture style of model M3 but with a much smaller rupture
velocity, provides small amplitudes compared to the observed
ones.
In terms of modeling of the Muradiye records the results
clearly suggest that models M1 or M2 are successful, being
able to adequately explain the amplitude levels and temporal
characteristics (duration and number of wave packages) of
the observed seismograms.

Step 5. Near-Fault Strong Ground Motion
Simulations
Using the HIC modeling technique validated by means of
the Muradiye records, we simulate bedrock ground motions at
a dense grid of virtual receivers in the epicentral region, up to
50 km from the fault. We adopted three of the source models
presented in the previous section, excluding model M4 that
clearly provided the worse fit at Muradiye. The results are
presented in terms of PGV and PGA maps in Figure 10.
The maximum values on the maps reach approximately 1g
in PGA and 1:2 m=s in PGV. All the maps are characterized
by two distinct spots of high values above the fault that are
related to the two subsurface asperities in the HIC model
(see Fig. 7). The strength of the eastern spot, however, differs
from one scenario to another, depending on the timing of the
rupture evolution (i.e., details of the rupture propagation).

The spatial distribution of PGA from the models resembles the spatial extent of the distribution of damage in adobe
masonry buildings obtained from a detailed site survey
(Fig. 11) with two spots toward the northeast and southwest
of the epicenter. It is known from previous studies (e.g.,
Erberik, 2008) that vulnerability of wall-bearing masonry
structures correlates with PGA mostly due to their short fundamental periods.
Figure 12 compares the simulated PGA and PGV values
for models M1 and M2 with estimates from empirical
GMPEs. We select two empirical models suitable for the area:
the model by Akkar and Bommer (2010) based on data from
Europe and the Middle East and the model by Akkar and
Cagnan (2010) based exclusively on data from Turkish earthquakes (Van earthquake excluded). The GMPEs are calculated for an Mw 7.1 up to 50 km from the fault and for
site conditions representative of rock. The comparison shows:
(1) a relatively close similarity between peak values from
models M1 and M2 in terms of attenuation with distance,
and (2) a good overall agreement of simulated values with
empirical GMPEs (median±one standard deviation) both in
terms of amplitude level and distance decay, supporting the
reliability of the proposed model to predict bedrock ground
motions in the epicentral area of the Van earthquake.
Figure 13 shows the synthetic seismograms calculated
using the four models M1–4 at Van and Erciş, Turkey, located
at approximately the same epicentral distance (30 km).
Note that the seismograms corresponding to the different
source models do not differ much from each other, except for
model M4 that is characterized by generally smaller amplitudes. This is so because at such distances the ground motion
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Figure 9. Modeling of Muradiye records using several rupture models. Observed three-component acceleration and velocity time series
and smoothed acceleration Fourier amplitude spectra are compared with the ones simulated with four different rupture models. The models
share the same slip distribution (Fig. 7) and differ in style of rupture propagation. The color version of this figure is available only in the
electronic edition.
is already not very sensitive to the details of the rupture evolution. For both cities the peak values in models M1–3 range
between 0:1g and 0:2g in PGA, and 0.1 and 0:2 m=s in PGV.
Interestingly, Erciş was damaged to some extent more severely
than Van (Akansel et al., 2013). This observation could suggest local site amplifications in Erciş which are not included in
the models presented here, and/or differences in the construction quality of the buildings in the two cities.

Discussion
Our analysis of the Van earthquake shows that the
uncertainty of its slip model is rather large due to the
unfavorable station distribution. Indeed, the only data being

usable for (near-regional) slip inversion were recorded at
rather large distances (∼100 km) and almost exclusively
in a single southwest quadrant. Based on singular value
analysis and theoretical considerations from the earthquake
source tomography (Ruff, 1984; Menke, 1985), Gallovič
and Zahradník (2011) showed that the inverse problem
may suffer from strong artifacts. In particular, when all stations are located predominantly in one direction (a single
azimuthal quadrant) from the fault, the resulting model
can overestimate the rupture propagation toward the stations. In other words, rupture propagation in the opposite
direction and/or possible up-dip propagation is not well pronounced in the observed data, and thus it cannot be easily
retrieved.
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Figure 10.

(a) PGA and (b) PGV maps calculated using models M1, M2, and M3 at a grid of virtual receivers (dots) on at the surface
situated up to 50 km from the fault. The geometric mean of horizontal components is used. The epicenter (star), fault (rectangle), MURA
station (eastern triangle), and Van and Erciş cities (southern and northern triangles, respectively) are shown. Site effects are not taken into
account. The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.

To overcome this, we adopt a simple but efficient parameterization of the source by the model of MuFEx subsources
(Gallovič and Zahradník, 2012). The rupture propagation is
described by a few (three in the present paper) finite-extent
subsources. Each subsource is parameterized by its own set
of trial rupture velocities, nucleation points, and onset times.
We grid search all possible combinations of the parameters,
while simultaneously solving for (constant) slip values by
means of the least-squares inversion. This procedure ends
with a database of plausible models that, in the present
paper, vary significantly in terms of all aspects of the rupture
propagation.
For strong ground motion modeling we use the HIC approach (Gallovič and Brokešová, 2007). We follow the approach of Ameri et al. (2012) who constrained basic features
of the HIC model of the 2009 L’Aquila earthquake by the
preceding MuFEx analysis by Gallovič and Zahradník
(2012). In our case, we consider several MuFEx models
to constrain (or initiate) the HIC model. The HIC source models are used to model the only available near-fault station in a
broad frequency band (0.1–10 Hz). We show that the long
duration of the closest Muradiye station, consisting of 2–3
distinct wave packages in the observed accelerometric record, can be reproduced only when models with complex rupture propagation (such as a delayed rupture of shallow
asperities) is considered.
Using the same source models we also present bedrock
ground motion estimates for the whole Van area, including
seismograms simulated in Van and Erciş, where no instruments recorded the event. Despite that the predictions suggest

Figure 11.

Spatial distribution of damage in villages located
within the meizoseismal area (symbols). Erciş and Van city centers
are also shown in the figure along with the collapse ratios of a sample
of surveyed buildings in the field. The earthquake impact ranges from
the high damage and collapse ratios to slight or no damage. (For further details, please see Akansel et al., 2013). The color version of this
figure is available only in the electronic edition.
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Figure 13. Strong ground motion simulation at cities of Van and Erciş (see Fig. 10 for their position). Horizontal components of acceleration and velocity time series and smoothed acceleration Fourier amplitude spectra are shown for the four different rupture models. The
color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
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similar levels of ground motion, the observed structural damage in city of Erciş was larger than in Van. This difference
could be attributed to different building properties in Van
and Erciş or local site amplifications in Erciş.

Conclusions
Our comprehensive paper of the 2011 M w 7.1 Van earthquake starts with hypocenter relocation, CMT analysis by
means of the full-waveform inversion using the ISOLA package, and the MPS inversion. The latter is then extended to the
inversion of the event considering MuFEx source model, grid
searching for possible values of parameters of the subsources, namely nucleation times, nucleation point positions, and
rupture velocities. Because of the unfavorable station coverage
(stations situated at large distances and almost exclusively in a
single quadrant), the uncertainty of the source model is very
large. We present three selected models to illustrate a broad
variability in possible rupture propagation. Then we develop
a broadband strong-motion model based on the inverted fault
model and simulate strong ground motions using the HIC
source model. We show that the long duration of the closest
Muradiye station, consisting of 2–3 distinct wave packages in
the observed accelerometric record, can be reproduced only
when models with complex rupture propagation (such as a
delayed rupture of shallow asperities) is considered. The
model is used to predict the ground motions in the epicentral
area, including the cities of Van and Erciş, where recording
stations were not deployed.
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